Executive Summary
In 1994, a Geomagnetic Observatory Task Group was formed by the US Geodynamics Committee and charged with examing the status and possible enhancement of the global geomagnetic observatory network. Their report addressed the scientific benefits of expandig the observatory base, and in parcular proposed the instaation of 40 new observatories. of which 8 would be located on the seafoor in areas where laid sites are not feasible. They alo recommended that a workshop be convened to examine the techncal feasibilty of constrctig permanent geomagnetic observatories on the seafloor. Ths meetig was held in November 1994 in Wood Hole.
The workshop parcipants considered the technca issues with respect to sensors, data recording and transmission, observatory control and tig, power, and packagig. It was quickly concluded that existig technologies either aleady in use for ocanographic puroses or adapted from terrestral geomagnetic observatories could be applied to measure the vector magnetic field components and absolute intensity with minal development. The major tehncal chalenge arses in measurg absolute diection on the seafoor because terrestral tehnques are based on optica sureying, and hence not transferrable to the deep ocan. Two dierent approaches to solving ths problem were identified. The first of these requies the constrction of an absolute decliation-incliation fluxgate instrent which measures the instataeous decliation and incliation of the magnetic field relative to a nort-seekig gyoscope and the local vertcal. This wi requie a major, multiple year development effort but has applications on both land and in the ocan. and in parcular would alow the tota automation of terrestral geomagnetic observatories. The second approach is a relatively straightforward extension of a precision acoustic method for determing absolute position on the seafoor that would yield the absolute diection of acoustic transponder baselies with very high acuracy. A seafoor slab contag vector sensors ca be navigated relative to ths baselie using optica method and hence can be oriented relative to tre nort. Ths method requies no major tehncal developments, and an observatory based on acoustic diection measurement could be emplac relatively quickly. As a scientific bonus, an acoustic diection system serves as a major component of a geodetic observatory. The remaig technca issues do not present any major obstacles. The data storage require-
A. Introduction
The skewed observatory ditribution is due to several causes. First, the number of recordig stations has grown without any overal international agreement or gudelies, and typically reflects the loction of developed nations with a sufficient scientic and economic base to support geomagnetic observations. The very heavy concentration of observatories in Europe is due to a long tradition of studying the geomagnetic field in that region, and the paucity of stations in Mrca reflects the financial diculty of supportg such activities. Second, many observatories were established before there was a clear idea of the causes of geomagnetic phenomena and the relevant scales over which they var. This led to the instaation of observatories where they could conveniently be monitored rather than where they are now known to be most scientificaly usefu.
Thd, seventy percent of Ea's surace is covered by the ocans, and the tehnology and logistica support needed to insta and maita a geomagnetic observatory on the seafloor is substantialy more complex and more costly than that requied on land. Remote islands also present logistica diculties, as is reflecte in the liite number of stations in the Indian and Southern Ocean, and in adtion are often geomagneticay anomalous. These last factors have led to a concentration of stations on contients.
A few quantitative analyses of the improvement which would be obtaed by a more even global ditrbution of geomagnetic observatories have been performed (Barker and Barraclough, 1985; Peddie, 1992; Langel et al., 1994) . These studies addressed the effect of fillg obvious gaps in global coverage. As summared below, al of them reach the conclusion that new stations are neeed to cover the Indian, Equatorial and South Pacific, and Nort and South Atlantic Oceans. If these holes are plugged, the error in the IGRF vertcal component and tota field inten-sity wil be reduced by up to 1000 nT at high southern latitudes where the errors are presently largest. A more even distrbution of stations wil also enable studies of the deep electrcal conductivity of Ear to be pedormed with a resolution comparable to that of seismic tomography. Barker and Barraclough (1985) studied the effect of station distrbution on secular varation models, and showed that large (up to 1000 nT over 10 years) errors can accrue in the South Pacific where station coverage is parcularly sparse. Peddie (1992) examined how the location of geomagnetic observatories afecte the compute secular change in decliation, and concluded that about 15 observatories were needed in the Nort and South Atlantic, and Equatorial and South Pacific Ocean to keep the rms error to less than one degree over several decades of tie. Langel et al. (1994) used a covarance analysis of spherica haronic models determined from the current station ditrbution to show that accuracy is seriously degraded in regions where data are liited. They furer considered the improvement which would be obtaed by a more even global distrbution. For a 20° or roughy 200 km spacing, the error in a degree 13 model would be less than 100 nT in al thee vector components of the field. Ths would requie 92 stations on an ideal, evenly space grd. If icosahedal polygons are drawn around each of the ideal station loctions to produce 92 equal area bins and then shite around on Ear's sUDace, it ca be shown that 60 of the bins conta workig observatories and 32 bins are without curent data coverage (Figue 2).
In parcular, there are substatial gaps in the midde of most of the major ocean basins.
These studies and other scientific and social arguents for better geomagnetic field models which wil not be repeate here led Geomagnetic Observatory Task Group (1994) to propose the addition of 40 new geomagnetic observatories (see their Appendi 5), as shown in Figue 3. Of these stations, 32 ca be locted on lad (usualy remote islands) and 8 would have to be placed on the seafoor. Table 1 lits the proposed seafoor station loctions. Thee of them are locted in The remaider of ths report addresses the tehncal issues associate with constrctig, deploying, and servcing a permanent seafloor geomagnetic observatory. The next section briefly descrbes the components of a terrestral observatory along with the procures employed to assure reliable absolute control. It also introduces the techncal stadads used in the INRM-GNET program which have been adopte to define the requiements for a seafloor observatory.
Section D outles the dierences between the terrestr and ocanc environments which influence the tehncal design of a seafoor observatory. Section E describes the components of a seafloor geomagnetic observatory, includig sensors, control systems, packagig, power, and data recordig or transmission. A major tehncal issue is identified in ths section: measurg the absolute diection of the field at the seafloor. Section F addresses logistical issues associated with instaation and servcing of a seafoor observatory, and discusses the advantages which would acrue from colloction with other geophysica instrentation. Section G contas a conceptual design for a seafoor geomagnetic observatory and points the way to necssar engieerig development work.
c. Terrestrial Geomagnetic Observatories
A geomagnetic observatory is defined as a facilty which records the thee vector components and the tota intensity of Ea's magnetic field accordig to internationaly-accepted stadads for field strengt and diection, for tiing accuracy, for frequency of recordig, and for absolute baselie control. Furer, a geomagnetic observatory is intended to be permanent, providig data contiuously for decades. A major distiction must be drawn between a varometer instaation, in which the temporal fluctuations of the geomagnetic field are measured without absolute control, and a tre geomagnetic observatory, which includes reguar measurement of the absolute intensity and diection of the field. It is the lattr which is of interest in ths report.
Exiti geomagnetic observatories var greatly in their capabilty. Kyoto. INRMGNET has establihed tehnca stadads for geomagnetic field measurement based largely on modern digita tehnology, as defined in INTERMAGNET (1994) . Because these stadads are the result of international agreement and meet the needs of the communty of scientists using geomagnetic data, they have been adopte as the techncal basis for a seafoor geomagnetic observatory. The relevant stadards are reproduce in Table 2 .
Most moder geomagnetic obseratories such as those in lNMAGNET use fluxgate magnetometer technology to measure the fluctuations of the geomagnetic field. Th yields digital data which ca be recorded electronicay or transmitt to a GIN. The absolute intensity of the field ca be measured using a varety of tota field magnetometer tyes, as described in the next section, and can alo be recorded or transmittd in digita form. However, deteimination of the absolute diection of the field tyicay is perfoimed manualy using a decliation-incliation magnetometer (also caed a DI flux) which combines sureying and magnetometer technologies. Absolute diection measurements are made often enough to ensure baselie accuracies of 5 nT or bettr at INGNET stations, tyicay at weekly intervals. Thus, the instrment suite for a terrestral geomagnetic observatory consists of a traxal fluxgate magnetometer to get the vector varations of the field, a scalar or tota-field magnetometer to get the absolute intensity, and a DI flux. Furer deta on observatory procdures may be found in Stuart (1984) and Coles (1988) .
A comprehensive manual (Janowski and Sucksdorf, in preparation) on th topic is curently being wrttn under IAGA auspices. It is immedately obvious that both vector and scaar magnetometers may easily be adapted to the seafloor envionment, and in fact ths has long been done for geophysical studies such as magnetotellurc sureys (e.g., Filoux, 1987) . However, the absolute diection is another matter entiely, as is ilustrate by descrbing the DJ flux and its use. The DJ flux instrent consists of a single fluxgate element mounted on the telescope tube of a non-magnetic theodolite with paralel . optical and magnetic axes. When makg absolute measurements, the fluxgate sensor and telescope tube are first rotate in the horionta plane unti a nul (i.e., zero magnetic field along axs) is reached. The telescope is now perpendicular to Earth's field in the horionta plane. By measuring the anguar dierence between ths position and a previously sureyed and distat marker, it is possible to estiate the decliation of the geomagnetic field at a parcular tie. The telescope is then rotated in the vertca magnetic meridian plane unti a nul is reached. It is agai perpendicular to the field vector at a parcular instat. By measurg the anguar dierence between this position and the local vertca (as given by a level), it is possible to estiate the incliation of the geomagnetic field. If the absolute intensity of the field is measured at the same tie using a scalar magnetometer, there is sufcient inormation to give the thee vector components, or equivalently, the decliation, horionta intensity, and vertcal force. In practice, the absolute measurement sequence is more involved than ths in that nuls are obtaed in a tota of eight positions to aver-age out dierences between the magnetic and optical axes in the DI flux. These absolute measurements can be compared to the thee component instrent used to get the field varations and establish the offsets and baselies. INMAGNET recommends that ths absolute cabration of the obseratory varometer be made at least weekly because the magnetometer baselies ca and do change due to temperatue fluctuations and instrent drt. More frequent calbration should be performed because the absolute.measurements are subject to human operator error and may ocasionaly be biased by rapid tie varations of the geomagnetic field. It is conservatively estimate that th procdure wi give the decliation and incliation with an acuracy of about 10 seconds of arc.
The above description makes it obvious that terrestral observatory tehnology for absolute diection measurement canot be used at the seafoor, both becuse it is not automated and because it depends on optical sureying. Ths was quickly identied as one of the major techncal hurdles to be overcome if a seafoor geomagnetic observatory is to be constrcte, and is dicussed in deta in section 5.
D. The Seafloor Environment
It should be emphasized that the seafoor environment is very dierent from that on land, and ths places strong constraits on the design of a seafoor observatory. It is obvious that an observatory must operate under high ambient pressure; since 10m of water corresponds approxiately to one atmosphere, a tyica deep ocean instaation must susta 500 atmospheres of pressure contiuously for many years. Seawater is a corrosive medum, and hence serious thought needs to be given to corrosion prevention or protetion. In addition, the seafoor environment is not static, and water curents ca move seafoor intrent packages, generatig noise in the magnetic field that is analogous to wid-induce noise on land. Ths might be obviated by buring a seafloor package or emplacing it in a borehole, but the high cost and logistica dificulty of such approaches suggest that careful package design to minze vortex sheddig and diect movement is bettr. Ths typicay means miizing the size and height above the seafoor of al observatory components and! or mechanicay decouplig them from their instaation bed. However, the seafloor environment offers unpreceente (by comparson to land) thermal stabilty; temperatue fluctuations at the deep seafoor are rarely in exces of a few tens of midegrees away from mid-ocan ridge crests, with the domiant varabilty being at tida period or longer. Thus, caeful design of electronic systems to miniz or remove thermal effects is not requied.
The seafoor electromagnetic envionment is alo markedy dierent from that on land. The contients are in diect contact with a near inulator, the atmosphere, which alows the nearly instataeous propagation of electromagnetic signal with essentialy no attnuation. In contrast, the seafoor is covered by many kiometers of seawater whose conductivity ranges from as much as 5 Slm near the surac to about 3.2 Slm below the mai thermoclie at depths of a few hundred meters. The highy conductive seawater acts as a low pass filter for fluctuatig EM fields generate above it in the ionosphere and magnetosphere, and litte power is present at the seafoor at frequencies above a fraction of a Hz in water greater than a few hundred meters deep. Containation by man-made or cultual sources is substatialy reduce by the water layer, and need not be considered furer. The ocan filterig effect may be quantified as described by Chave et aI. (1991) , and is summar by Figue 4. Note that the attnuation of the horionta magnetic field is quite sensitive to the conductivity of the underlying ear, but at ful oèan depth (500 m), there is litte signal left at period shortr than 100 s or so, and signficant attnuation is present at periods as long as a day. The vertical magnetic field varies lie the electrc field shown in Figure   4 , and is attnuate only at short period. However, in the absence of other sources which wil produce geophysicay-interestig varabilty at short period, there is litte reason for a seafloor observatory to sample the fields as rapidly as requied by the INRMGNET stadad in Table   2 . Even one minute samples would be excessive, and five minute values might be a better taget.
Th has obvious and positive implications for data storage and transmission requiements.
The ocan is in contiual motion on al spatial and temporal scales, generatig electromagnetic fields by dynamo interaction with Ea's magnetic field in a maner identical to the priciple of an electrc generator. Motionaly-induced magnetic fields are tyicay much weaker than their electrc field counterpar based on both theory and observation (Chave and Luther, 1990) . It is unely that motionaly-induced magnetic fields are a signcant issue at period shorter than a day; the dominant oceanc varabilty in the deep ocan is due to inteal waves for which the seafloor magnetic field signatue is quite weak (Chave, 1984 There is another importt dierence between the seafoor and terrestral magnetic field environments that may influence the tehncal approaches to, and requiements for, absolute diection measurement. On land, the magnetiation of the near surace rocks is weak except in volcanc terrai, and hence local remanent magnetiation doe not strongly influence the static or DC magnetic field that is measured except in unusual caes. Furer, in most instaces, any magnetied rocks in the contienta crust are locted sufciently far away that their magnetic signatue is substatialy attenuate due to potential field upward contiuation. By contrast, the magnetiation of the basaltic ocan crust is stronger by 1-2 orders of magntude as compared to contienta rocks, with tyica natual remanent magnetiations in excess of 1 Nm (Johnson and Pariso, 1993) .
Furer, the sedenta layer on the deep ocan floor is rarely more than a few hundred m thck and hence the magnetic fields due to crsta remanence are not as attnuate at the observation point as they would be on land. The basalt flows and underlying gabbros conta a remanence in the diection of the geomagnetic field when they were emplaced at a mid-ocan ridge, and can display loc static field anomales as large as 1000 nT with 100 m of the seafloor (e.g., Tivey Tivey, 1994) with horionta scaes proportonal to the spreadig velocity and reversal tie scae, but tyicay a km or less. Ths corresponds to a mid-latitude diectional shit for a seafoor observer (when superiposed on the static geomagnetic field due to internal pro-cesses) as large as 10. Whie a more typical seafloor magnetiation might yield a diectional error of a fraction of a degree, it is unely to be as smal as 1 par in 104 (5 nT in 50,00 nT) as is suggested by the INMAGNET stadard. Th means that the baselie for a seafoor geomagnetic observatory wi always conta an unown constat offset caused by short spatial scale, near bottom remanence, and ths offset wil probably exceed that for any terrestral observatory. The only possible way to remove th offset would be carefu and detaed near bottom mapping of the geomagnetic field with adequate resolution to delieate the intense short-wavelengt featues which bias the observed DC field. Ths would requie a surey at about 1 m height above the seafloor coverig a disk centered on the observatory site whose radius is. a few ties the sedient thckness (i.e., the distace from the seafoor to the magnetic sources) with precise (tens of cm) navigational acuracy. Th canot be acomplished using a deep-towed vehicle from a surace ship. Either submersible or autonomous underater vehicle (AUV) technologies could do the tak.
Al of these points suggest that serious attntion to site sureying wi be requied early in the plang stages for a seafoor geomagnetic observatory. Site sureys should include acquisition of narowbeam bathymetr in the vi~inty of the observatory, and may requie near-bottom geophysical sureying as well. The nee for the lattr wil have to be decided on a site-by-site basis dependig on the thckness of the sedenta layer and the regional magnetic anomaly pattern.
Inormation on these quantities is avaiable for most of the observatory sites listed in Table 1 , with the possible exception of the thee Southern Ocean loctions. Estiates of the size of motionalyinduce magnetic fields can be made from simple models of the ocan flow and electromagnetic theory given in Chave and Luther (1990) . However, their influence caot be removed from data, but rather-must be miized by locatig observatories away from the largest sources. Note that terrestr observatories located near coastles and in the vicinty of strong bounda curents are probably containated by motional magnetic fields, although ths was not a consideration in their sitig and is not factored into data analysis procdures.
E. The Components of a Seaßoor Observatory
In ths section, the tehncal requiements for a seafoor geomagnetic observatory wi be examed and some possible approaches to implementation wil be given. It should be emphasized in advance that a major development effort wi be requied to constrct a state-of-the-ar seafoor geomagnetic observatory, and that the tak is much more complex than simply placing a few commercialy-produce subsystems inside pressure caes and powering them with batteries.
Th is especialy tre for absolute diection measurement, where it has aleady been demonstrate that the terrestral approach is not immedately transferrable to the seafoor envionment.
The components of a seafoor observatory divide into five areas: sensors, data recordig/transmission, observatory tiing and control, power, and packagig. These wil be examined in tu, but it should be note in advance that choices in one area may strongly inuence requiements in another; for example, sensors with large energy requiements constrai the power budget. These trade-offs wi be enumerate in the discussion. It should also be emphasized that power is a serious concern for a seafoor observatory. An average power consumption of the entie observatory approachig a watt would be huge by ocanographic stadads presumg that battries are the energy source, as is highy liely. Finaly, a seafoor observatory should be phiosophicaly treated as ak to a spaccraf. Th means that redundacy of major sensors should be planed whenever possible, and a fai-safe design approach should be used so that the catastrophic demise of one subsystem does not affect another. Th wil require an overal observatory controller with some intellgence, and would be helped tremendously by data telemetr so that the observatory status can be monitored in near real tie.
Sensor Components
The major sensors requied for a seafloor geomagnetic observatory include a thee component vector magnetometer, a scaar or absolute intensity magnetometer, absolute diection sensors, and tit detectors. The fit two and last do not requie major inovation, whie seafoor measurement of absolute diection does present major new chalenges.
a. Vector Magnetometer Sensors
Thee pricipal technologies exist for measurement of the vector magnetic field: Delta I-Delta D (DIDD) systems, fluxgate sensors, and suspended magnet varometers. Emergig technologies lie magnetorestrctive and magnetoresistive sensors may reach sufficient matuty in the futue to be added to ths list. In addition to the above, an independent means of determg the relative field diection, such as an automate DI flux as described in subsection 1c, wil be requied.
The DIDD system consists of two mutualy perpendicular deflection coils aranged around a scalar magnetometer (usualy a proton magnetometer). The deflection coils are oriented so that their fields are perpendicular to the geomagnetic field vector in the vertcal magnetic meridian plane (incliation coil) and in the horionta plane (decliation coil). In operation, the proton magnetometer is read when equal and opposite curents are sequentialy introduced into the inclination and decliation coils; an undeflected readig is also taen. These five readigs are suffcient for calculation of the instataeous orientation of the field vector with reference to the axis of the coil.system. The result is given in smal dierence angles in the incliation and decliation planes (hence, the name: Delta I-Delta D). Since the incliation and decliation angles of the coil system are known from independent absolute measurements, algebraic addition of the smal diference angles gives the tota incliation and decliation angles of the geomagnetic field. With the undeflecte tota field readig, these angles may be used to determine al thee components of the magnetic field.
However, the DIDD system has a number of disadvantages when used in an ocean bottom observatory:
1. The system must be accurately algned to with about a degree of the geomagnetic field vector, requig sero control of the coil system.
2. The deflection coil curents and the proton magnetometer polaring fields wil distub other nearby instrents.
It would be suitable only if it could cover al the magnetic measurement taks of an ocean bottom observatory. Unfortuately, it caot, because lie any other vector varation instrment, its accuracy is effecte by pier tit. Thus, the DIDD system requies calbration by another independent absolute instrent. For al of the above reasons, the DIDD system wil not be furer considered.
Commercialy-produced rigcore fluxgates are avaiable which have noise levels of about 0.02 nTl'Hz at 0.1 Hz; baselie stabilties of about 3 nT/year are believed possible (Russell et al., 1983; Narod and Russell, 1984) . Sensitive and stable bar fluxgates have alo been developed. The electronic circuitr associate with such high performance fluxgates is complex since magnetic varations have to be referred to the stationar geomagnetic field and not to the natual fluxgate nul. The stabilty requiements involve both the intrsic nul of the magnetic core and that of the feedback and digitiing electronics, both of which have to operate agaist the total geomagnetic field. Ths means that the minum stabilty of the feedback and digitiing electronics is of order 1 par in 106 if the magnetic field sensitivities and stabilties in Table 2 are to be met. Ths is certay feasible, but caes some penalty in power consumption and complexity. A few tens of rig core fluxgates have been operated at geomagnetic observatories around the world for several years. They meet INMAGNET stadads for resolution and long term stabilty of baselies. As in the case of al vector varometers, their baselies must be calbrate with independent absolute instrents.
The chief disadvantage to fluxgate sensors for a seafoor observatory application is the high power requiement (tyicaly, at least 0.25 watts per component). Ths can be obviated somewhat by tug the sensor on only when a readig is desired at a signcat sacrce in long term stabilty and baselie control. Power consumption approachig or exceedig a watt is huge by ocanographic stadads when batteries must serve as the source, as wi probably be the case for most seafloor observatories. However, one advantage of fluxgates is that they can stably detect zero field conditions, and hence caeful feedback coil design enables them to be used as absolute vector magnetometers. Whie such fluxgate instrents do not tyicaly meet the accuracy requiements for an observatory, they are capable of operatig without caeful a priori spatial algnment. Th is a real advantage for a seafoor observatory.
A second magnetometer technology in curent use by US academic investigators is based on custom-made, suspended magnet varometers using optical nul detection and electronic feedback (Filoux, 1987) . The priciple of operation is ilustrate in Figue 5. A light beam is focussed by a condensing lens system onto a miror attched to a magnet suspended from a sti tungsten fiber and encased in viscous silcone oil. The light beam passes though a narow slit place in front of the condensing lenses and then though an objective lens place near the mior. The reflected light beaI passes though the objective to form an image of the slit on a dual photodode aray.
The dierential output of the photodode aray supplies curent to a feedback coil which generates a magnetic field normal to the magnet. The resultig torque twsts the suspension unti the slit image is centered on the photodode aray. Thus, the curent in the coil is proportonal to the magnetic field normal to the magnet. These sensors tyicaly requie power at the 10 milwatt level per chanel, are capable of sensitivity which substatialy exceeds that of a rigcore fluxgate, and appear to have very high long term stabilty, although quantitative measurements of this are presently lackig. In parcular, the requiements on the associate electronics are not strgent, in contrast to the fluxgate sensor. Their stabilty is lite only by creep in the tugsten fiber, which ca be miized by carefu heat treatig, and fluctuations in the output of the light emittg diode source, which can be reduce substatialy by custom fabrication and selection. As soon as a prototye is avaiable, stabilty measurements of ths sensor wil be made at a US observatory.
The suspended magnet sensor is normaly configued to measure the magnetic field fluctuations relative to an arbitrar reference rather than the actual vector field. Th is achieved by intial rotation of the entie sensor to nul using a servomotor, and the result operates as a magnetic varometer. However, if the sensors could be oriented in an absolute sense with sufficient accuracy, the feedback curent would be proportonal to the tre vector field. Their chief disadvantage is that they must be individualy constrcted in acdemia and are not commercialy avaiable. It is not liely that ths situation wil soon change given the liite market for geophysical magnetometers.
The costs of either rigcore fluxgates or suspended magnet variometers are comparable. Either tehnology would requie about US$1OK per thee components. Assumg that either approach ca meet magnetic observatory stadards with respect to both sensitivity and long term stabilty, the major remaing criteria on which to base a selection are power consumption and avaiabilty. In the first instace, the suspended magnet varometer offers signficant advantages, whie the rigcore fluxgate is clearly more readiy acuied in the commercial marketplace. Ths suggests that suspended magnet varometers wi prove to be the sensor of choice in remote applications wher~ intervals between servcing wi be long and hence conservation of battry power is paramount. In less remote areas or where alternate power sources such as submare cables are avaiable, the rigcore fluxgate may be better.
b. Absolute Intensity Sensors
As is the case on lad, absolute measurements on the ocean bottom wi requie a scalar magnetometer to measure the tota field. Th instrent should have an absolute accuracy of 1.0 nT or better and a resolution of 0.1 nT (see Table 2 ). It should have high reliabilty and a lietie of at least 5 years. It should also have a low average power requiement (-100 milwatt or less) when operated at 2.5 minute intervals. On land, several 30 s samples are used in a 120 s period low pass numerica filter operator to produce 1 minute samples for storage or transmission; for the seafloor, 5 miute archived samples are more reasonable as discussed in the previous section. An additional requiement for the ocean bottom case is that the scalar magnetometer produce very little in the way of external magnetic field distubances. Ths is necessar because, in al lieliood, the relatively smal size of the ocean bottom observatory platform wi result in the scalar magnetometer being very close (lor 2 m at most) to other magnetic field sensors. For ths reason, the proton precession magnetometer with its frequent and intense DC polaration field can be rued out at the very b-egig, despite its use at the majority of land observatories.
The scaar magnetometer tehnologies to be considered include:
Overhauser proton magnetometer
Opticay-pumped potasium magnetometer Opticaly-pumped rubidium magnetometer Opticaly-pumped cesium magnetometer Opticay-pumped Hé magnetometer Nuclear precession He3 magnetometer The opticay-pumped potassium, rubidium, and cesium magnetometers are unsuited for ths application because of the relatively high power requiement for electrc heaters to maintai the alal metas in a gaseous state. He4 has a broad resonance lie which does not lend itself well to good absolute accuracy. Furermore, because of the requiement for contiuous excitation of the lamp and absorption cell, it is doubtf that the average power could be reduced to 100 milwatts.
By contrast, the nuclear precssion magnetometer using He3 has a very long polaration lietime (hours to days). Although its polaration cycle would probably distub the other sensors, the inteerence might only be for a few seconds once per day. It would be possible to edt or remove the ditubance from the data after the fact. Ths system should be able to meet the accuracy and power requiements. However, the technology is just past the experienta stage, so reliabilty and lietie have not been establihed, and the cost is very high, approachig US$looK per sensor due to the liite market.
In the Overhauser proton magnetometer, a solution contag free radicals (as well as protons) permts polaration to be achieved by rado frequency (60.7 MH) pumping. The radio frequency polaration can be periodc or contiuous. The importt point for an ocan bottom observatory is that the radio frequency polaration is at a sufficiently high frequency that it can be filtered out and wi not distub other nearby sensors. In fact, conductig seawater serves as a natual shield; the e-foldig scae for 60 MHz electromagnetic waves is 4 cm and hence at a separation of 1 m the field wi be attnuate to vialy nothg. The absolute acuracy of the Overhauser magnetometer is below 1 nT. Average power consumption is also quite low. For example, the off-theshelf Overhauser magnetometer sold by GEM Systems (Richmond Hi, Ontao, Canada) is polard for 1.6 seconds at a consumed power of 1 watt. For measurements every 2.5 minutes, ths gives an average power of 11 milwatt. Actual operatig experience with GEM Overhauser magnetometers have shown lieties of the special fluid in which they are immersed (and the electronics) to be at least 8 years. From al of the above, it would seem that an Overhauser proton magnetometer is the wiest choice for the scalar magnetometer component of the ocean bottom geomagnetic observatory. The cost of an Overhauser instrent is about US$8K.
c. Absolute Direction Measurement
As has been note earlier, measurement of the instataeous absolute diection of the field vector is clearly the major techncal hurdle to constrctig a seafoor geomagnetic observatory. Two very dierent approaches were identified at the workshop, and are described below. The first of these uses a combination of a nort-seekig gyoscope and loc vertcal reference with a single fluxgate sensor to automate the terrestral DI flux. Whie considerable futher development effort is requied, preliinar work at the Institut Royal Meteorologique in Belgium is very promising.
The second approach is based on precision acoustic navigation of a concrete slab contag the observatory using tehnology that has been developed at Scripps Institution of Oceanography for seafloor geodetic measurements on mid-ocan ridges. Th would requie only the constrction of precision acoustic transponders workig at higher frequencies than present.
However, it should be noted in advance that the intense magnetiation of the ocanc crust places a strong constrait on the accuracy with which the absolute field diection needs to be measured. Ths is because the nea-bottm magnetic field from natual remanence produces a vector offset in the local magnetic field which can only be measured by caeful magnetic sureys around the observatory site. Such sureys wi clearly be done only once at or prior to the instaation of an observatory. The acuracy with which the local magnetic surey ca be done wil determine the accuracy with which the observatory measures the absolute geomagnetic field excludig the strong local sources. In the absence of a loc surey, or at least with the errors inerent to such a surey, there wi remai an unown vector offset to the geomagnetic field measured by the seafloor observatory. Th suggests that the purose of absolute diection measurement is to ensure that ths offset remais fixed rather than varing with tie due to instrent dr or monument motion. Thus, absolute diection measurements relative to a fixed local marker are nearly as usefu as those reference to a global frame; the anguar dierence between the loc marker and tre nort wi simply add to the unown offset from local magnetic sources.
It is usefu to estiate the overal absolute accuracy with which an observatory at each of the sites liste in Table 1 would have to determe the decliation and incliation of the geomagnetic field to meet the 5 nT crteria used for INRMGNET stations. Note that ths caculation does not tae into accunt local magnetic sources, and hence may be regarded as an upper liit with which the field diection nee to be measured relative to a loc marker; additional uncertty wi ace from errors in the loc magnetic surey. Exressions for the anguar errors in decliation and incliation are ~O = asin(~) (1) J = aSin(~) (2) where H and F are the horionta ard tota magnetic field in nT. Table 3 contas (1) and (2) computed for each of the ocan bottom observatory sites liste in Table 1 , where H and F were obtaed from the JGRF 1990 modeL. of arc, respectively, to meet the 5 nT overal accuracy criterion. In some instaces, these values may be relaxed dependig on the loc magntude of the geomagnetic field.
As descrbed in Section C, absolute measurements of the decliation and incliation are performed manualy at terrestral observatories using a OJ flux sensor, which combines a nul fluxgate magnetometer sensor with a theodolite. If ths procure could be automated, removing the nee for a human operator, then a first major step toward seafloor absolute diection measurements would obta. The development of an automatic OJ flux is in progress at the Institut Royal
Meteorologique in Belgium, with collaboration from the University of Liege and the University of Cambridge. Ths requies robotiation of both the vertca and horionta axes as well as overal levelig of the intrent using non-magnetic motors and anguar encoders. Azimuth mark sightig may be replace by an azimuth transfer using an autocllator from a gyocompass provided that the telescope of the OJ flux is replaced with a miror and the gyocompass bears a mirror normal to its spin ax. Ths would alow loction of the gyocompass away from the automatic OJ flux unt. Alternatively, the two ca be combined in one instrent as described below.
The purose of a gyocompass is to sense the Ear's rotation and hence find the plane though the obserer and the rotation axs of Ea. A horionta in ths plane gives the nort-south diec-tion. Commercialy avaiable geodetic gyocompasses are based on a top sping around a horizonta axs. The sping top gyo is suspended in Ea's gravity field with the centre of gravity of the pendulum locted below the spin axs. The rapidly sping top tends to keep its axs fixed in diection. The rotation of Ea wi cause the pendulum to depar from the vertcal afr a tie, producing a torque about the top's centre on the pendulum mass, and causig it to precess around the vertcal axs. One ca show that ths precession.wi brig the spin axs toward the nort-solith position, with equal rotation diections for Ear and top. Of coure, the spin axs wil overshoot the nort-south diection and the same procss wi tae place agai with reversed torque, briging the spin axs back, and so fort. Th gives a sinusoida motion, tyicay of several minutes period and with very low daping. The mai dificulty in observg with the classical gyocompass is caused by ths low daping, forcing the observer to make measurements on a sine-wave in lieu of sightig at a well defined spot. Note that changig the top rotation diection wi give the tre south diection and ths propert ca be used to compensate for some errors in the measurement. Given the need for a 30" accuracy in decliation (see Table 3 ) and the inerent 10" accuracy of the Dr flux yields a requiement for 20" accuracy in determg tre nort from the gyo.
Th is easily met if sufficient tie is alowed to average out the precession, or else active damping is employed. Alternative gyocompass tehnologies include the rig laser gyo, fiber optic gyo, and nuclear gyo. The former is very fast (une the conventional gyo) and extremely accurate, but is quite expensive, very power hungr, and not commercialy avaiable. The fiber optic gyo is also fast, cares a medium price tag, but is probably not accurate enough in its present state of development. The nuclear gyo is fast and of medium acuracy, but is alo power hungr and not commercialyãvaiable. Al thee of these gyos would requie magnetic shieldig to avoid intederence with other observatory instrents. Thus, at the present tie, conventional gyocompass technology appears to offer real advantages. For applications where magnetic contaations is not a problem, commercia sping top gyocompasses could be adapted, although active damping would have to be added. For other applications, a non-magnetic version would have to be developed.
A conceptual ocan bottm magnetic observatory incorporatig the automatic Dr flux sensor is shown in Figue 6. Both the Dr flux and gyocompass are symbolicay gibaled by being mounte on spherica caps centered on the sensor. An optica autocollator is used to transfer anguar inormation from the gyo to the Dr flux. Since an autocollator is able to work at a ditace, the gyo and its associate components nee not be made non-magnetic, dependig on their loction. They are locted away from the magneticaly-clean end of the mountig base contag the Dr flux, vector magnetometer, and tota field sensor, together with the remaig non-critica par of the observatory (e.g., batteries, data logger). A separation of at least 1 m would be required. An absolute measurement protocol might ocur as follows (see Figue 6 ):
1. The Dr flux and gyo are coarsely and finely levelled using the traxal fluxgate sensor and a tit reference as a gude.
2. The Dr flux loctes magnetic nort and the vertca, hence givig the magnetic nort azimuth and incliation of the field.
3. The gyo is spun up and oriente toward tre nort using the magnetic nort diection as a first guess, the clamp is released, and active daping is switched in.
4. True nort is locte by followig the rotor with the autocllator and the gyo azimuth servomotor, and the azuth is read out.
5. The Dr flux mior is oriente so the autocollator light beam is normaly incident, givig the absolute azimuth of the DI flux azimuth encoder and hence the decliation. 6. The measurement sequence is repeate with everythg reversed to remove encoder errors. The dificulty with th sensor arangement is that separate pressure housings with optical widows would have to be constrcte. There is no parcular problem with includig optical windows in the ends of cylidrcal pressure caes, but th wil probably requie large diameters dependig on how smal the gyoscope and DI flux ca be made. Thus, packagig of separate DI flux and gyocompass instrents may prove dificult.
A second conceptual prototye ocan bottom magnetic field sensor based on the automatic absolute DI flux instrent appears in Figue 7 . In th instace, the gyo and DI flux are colocte, eliinatig the problems outled above, but requig that the gyo be non-magnetic. In parcular, non-magnetic electrostatic motors would be required to operate the gyo. The entie assembly contag the DI fluxgate sensor and gyocompass is gibaled, with non-magnetic motors providig azimuth and site motion and non-magnetic encoders readig out the angles. A non-magnetic gyo is locate above the biaxal fluxgate and yields the onentation of the gibal assembly with respect to tre nort. A tit sensor provides a loc vertical reference. The measurement protocol would requie reversal of the azimuth and site axes to remove fiducial errors in the encoders. The base is attched to the monument on which the seafoor observatory is place, and could include a scalar magnetometer to provide a complete suite of instrents. Note that the biaxal fluxgate sensor could be operate in a DI varometer mode between tag absolute diection measurements, and hence supplant a separate thee component vector magnetometer.
The fabncation of an intrent lie that shown in Figue 7 wil requie a signficant development effort. It is dificult to estiate the tie and costs requied but it probably approaches 4 man-years of engieenng effort and US$5OOK in components to buid the first unt. Senous attention wi have to be given to the power budget; the gyo and gibal systems wi requie substatial (by seafoor stadards) energy. Ths is especiay tre if encoder errors are to be removed by reversing the sensor. However, once complete, such an instrent would be extremely attractive due to its compact siz and self-contaed natue. In fact, it would be very useful for automatig terrestral geomagnetic observatones, and is presently under development for just that purose.
As an alternative to the absolute DI flux instrent, it is possible to determine absolute diection on the seafoor though acoustic means. Technology curently exists in the form of precision acoustic transponders that provide on the order of centieter level location capabilty at ful ocan depth using a 13.5-17.5 kH swept signal (Spiess et al., 1980; Spiess, 1985) . These transponders dier from conventional unts which simply detet the presence of an interrogation pulse and send a reply ping, resultig in meter level loction accuracy at best. Precision transponders record the incoming signal and, on command, retu it with a preset tie delay. The retuing signal is then cross-correlate with the ongial tranmission to measure the tota elapsed tie, from which the known delay is subtracted. Ths eliinates varabilty induced by much simpler detetion schemes, and results in travel tie measurement precision that approaches 5 microseconds,or at least 100 ties better than conventional tranponder technology. The major remaig source of error ocurs when the sound velocity profile of the water column is used to convert travel ties to ranges. Ths is because the sound velocity profile vares with tie. The most importt source of ths varabilty is internal wave activity in the upper ocan which has a short spati scale (up to hundred of m) and high frequency (less than an inertal day) character, and ca be averaged out statisticay by rangig on precision transponders over many wave penod and from many loctions. Conservatively, one should expect precision transponders to yield location accuracies of order 10 cm when the acoustic path traverses the upper ocan. Note that better accuracy can be achieved between transponders located near the seafoor where sound velocity varabilty is smal. A network of precision transponders is curently instaed on the Cleft Segment of the Juan de Fuca Ridge to measure absolute motion associate with plate accretion, and wi be monitored for at least five years on an anual basis.
. For a geomagnetic observatory, it is necessar to transfer an absolute diection from the sea surace, where it ca be reference to a stadad frame using the Global Positionig System satellites, to the seafoor. Ths can be accomplished by placing two priar reference..10 kH transponders on the seafoor spac about 4 kI apar. These would be locted on 5 m high towers to take cae of the upward refraction of sound near the seafloor. Each tower would also conta a ..50
kH precision transponder whose purose is to transfer the priar reference diection to a second pai of ..50 kHz transponders locted on 5 m high towers near the observatory. Ths additional transponder pai would have a baselie which is ortogonal to that of the priar towers
and be spac about 30 m apar.
The system would work as follows: 1. The latitude and longitude of the priar reference transponders would be determined using GPS-acoustic technques similar to those employed for geodetic measurements. This yields the ditace between them and the absolute azimuth of the lie joing them.
2. Either of the two secondar transponders located near the observatory would transmit to the 50 kHz transponders located on the priar towers. The replies received at the two seconda transponders wil yield the distace to each of the priar reference unts and the angle (nearly broadside to the seconda hydrophone pai) between the axal lie of the secondar pai and the paths to each of the priar reference towers.
3. With these length (approxiately 4 and 2 kI, respectively) and the two smal angles, one can calculate the angle between the priar reference lie (which is known in a geographic coordiate system) and the lie though the two local towers.
Th geometr leads to a rather simple situation for estiatig errors. The angles must be measured with accuracy comparable to that for the requied azimuthal accuracy of the seafloor observatory, or about 30 seconds of arc. Hence, the distaces must be known to a fractional accuracy comparable to the desired anguar accuracy expressed in radans. The geographica locations of the priar reference transponders ca easily be measured to 20 cm. Over 4 kI, ths means we know the orientation of the baselie separatig them to 5x1O-5, or about 10 seconds of arc. The high frequency transponders locte near the observatory can measure the order 2 kI ranges to the priar references conservatively with 10 cm uncertty, which yields the same 10 arc second error component as for the longer path. If the high frequency pai has 1000 wavelength (30 m) spacing and the phase dierences in the arvals at the two are measured to 0.1 wavelengt, then ths component contrbutes 20 arc second for each of the two angles, or an rms sum of a little over 30 arc seconds overall. This is a conservative calculation, and yields the 30 m baselie absolute orientation with the requied acuracy. In practice, substatialy better accuracies can be achieved.
The remaig problem is transfer of ths baselie to the observatory. Ths is easily accomplished though optica means using comer cubes locted on the seconda reference towers and servoe laser systems mounted at the four comers of the slab contag the observatory. The servo systems wi alow algnent of the lasers and comer cube. Laser technology can determine the ranges from the slab comers to the tower with sub-mileter accuracy. Ths translates into an adtional angular uncertty of order 0.1 mm in 15 m, or about 1 arc second. Th has a negligible effect on the overal error budget.
The purose of the acoustic-optical system is two-fold: to transfer an absolute diection from the sea surace (and hence a geographic reference frame) to the seafloor, and to monitor any changes in the azuthal orientation of the geomagnetic observatory in ths coordiate system.
The former ca be accomplished with the requied accuracy using existig technologies. Aside from local tectonic changes which are expected to be minal for the mid-plate sites listed in Table I , the major source of temporal change in the observatory azuth would be dierential settlg of the base slab into the sedient. Ths should be smal afr an intial transient upon instalation. Thus, varations in the measUred slab azuth with tie should be minal. The absolute orientation inormation ca be convert to absolute field diection using an automatic DI flux instrent (less gyocompass) as described earlier, or with a precisely oriented vector fluxgate sensor. Either sensor measures the field diection relative to its orientation on the observatory base, and the acoustic-optical system orients the base relative to an absolute reference frame. In ths sense, the acoustic-optical system replacs the gyoscope in Figues 6 and 7.
Al of the technologies needed for the acoustic-optical system curently exit. A minal development effort would be requied to scae existig precision transponders up from ..10 kH to
..50 kH. Acquisition costs for precision transponders are about US$20K apiece. Laser rangig systems could be buit for about US$1OK apiece. Ths yields a bottom lie of about US$I60K. The power requiement is not an issue; existig precision transponders have lieties of at least five years, and the laser system wil not requie signficant power due to intermittent operation. As a substatial scientific bonus, acoustic rangig on the primar reference transponders fixes two points on the seafloor in an absolute reference frame, and hence is of considerable interest for geodetic studies. To achieve a geodeticaly-usefu accuracy of 1-2 cm, one or two additional precision trañsponders would be requied. Thus, a seafoor geomagnetic observatory using the acoustic-optical system also serves as a major component of a geodetic observatory.
d. Tilt Sensors
Tilt sensors serve two puroses: to provide a loc vertcal reference for the magnetic field sensors, and to measure high frequency motion of the sensors caused by either seafloor movement or vortex sheddig in near-bottom curents. In the first instace, it is necessar to measure the local vertcal diection to better than 15 seconds of arc (see Table 3 ), or with an accuracy of about 1 par in 105. Th is not a strgent requiement; tit can easily be measured to 1 ¡.adian or better. However, it is essential that long term drt be miized, as such temporal varation would immedately translate into drt of the incliation baselie and hence of the field components. Ths precludes the use of simple, commercialy-avaiable capacitive bubble tit sensors, and probably dictates the use of a custom tit detector based on the priciple of a plumb bob. It is not dicult to fabricate a system which opticaly tracks the motion of a weight suspended from a strong fiber as shown in Figue 8. ThP, major source of drt for ths tye of sensor is from fluctuations in the output of the light source due to component agig. Th ca be measured independently and hence corrcte for at some leveL. The frequency response of ths sensor extends from DC to about 0.1 Hz (dependig on the vicosity of the oil in which the weight is suspended), and hence it can also serve to detect overal platform motion at high frequencies.
Motion of a seafoor observatory ca ocur on a varety of tie scaes due to near-bottom water curents and tubulence. Whe tubulence is apt to be concentrated at high frequencies, tidaly-induce motions and tubulence tied to the tida cycle may also be present. Bottom tubulence can be minized by locatig observatories away from regions of high eddy energy, such as the western side of ocan basins, but caot be eliinated entiely. It does not tae much sensor motion to induce significant magnetic field noise; 1 ¡.adian of rotation corresponds roughly to 10 pT of magnetic field varabilty at mid-latitudes. Whe simple averagig or filterig of magnetic field data collected at a high sample rate might be expected to remove much of the tit noise in vector magnetometer data, it is probably bettr to independently measure the magnetic and tit fields and explicitly remove tit from the magnetic field in real tie. Ths ca be acomplished using stadard adaptive correlation cancellation filters (Widrow and Stearns, 1985) .
e. Electrc Field Sensors
Technology to measure electrc fields in the ocan, and especialy short baselie technques in which electrode reversal must be employed, are extensively reviewed by Filoux (1987) . It would not be dificult or costly to include an electrc field capabilty in a seafloor geomagnetic observatory. However, the scientic case for ths is not compellg for several reasons. First, short baselie electrc field data are dominate by motional induction at period longer than a few days (Chave et a/., 1992) . Ths mean that long observatory records of the electrc field wi not be appreciably more usefu for geophysica studies of the solid ear (in the sense that longer periods can be used) than those which ca be collecte in dedcated experients. Second, the strong motional induction component wil probably mask any long period electrc fields associated with the toroida par of the geodynamo, and hence long duration, short baselie records are not liely to be usefu in studies of the core. Finaly, whie extended short baselie electrc field records wil conta inormation about the depth-averaged velocity field of the ocan, single records obtaied at mid-basin are of lite use in physica ocanography. For geophysical studies of the deep ear and core, it appears that electrc fields measured on long transocanc cables which average away muëh of the motional induction component are of greater utity (Chave et al., 1992; Lanzerotti et al., 1993) . Th is not a seafloor geomagnetic observatory issue.
Data Recording and Transmission
Perhaps the simplest approach to archivig seafloor observatory data is in situ storage and intermittent retreval by a ship-of-opportty. Ths is attactive because it is relatively easy, but has the disadvantage that data are not avaiable in anythg approachig real tie, and in fact may be delayed by up to several years. Ths is not a serious problem for most geophysical studies, but precludes the use of the data for any tye of forecastig (e.g., caculation of magnetic indices).
It is usefu to estiate the amount of storage which would be requied for a seafloor geomagnetic observatory. Presumg that 5 miute samples are to be saved, that each chanel requires thee bytes or 24 bits, and that 7 chanels (tie, XY magnetic field, tota field, and Dr diections) are to be recorded contiuously, then 2.2 megabytes of storage are requied per year. Ths should probably be doubled to alow for ful redundancy of al sensors and 10% added to cover ancilar and engieerig data loggg (e.g., temperatue, battery voltages, etc.). Ths sti amounts to less than 5 megabytes of storage per year. Ths is not a great deal by geophysical stadards, and ca easily be handled with a varety of existig and low cost technologies, includig nonvolatie flash memory modules the size of a credt cad or several tyes of magnetic meda. Given the value and importce of the data, it would be prudent to provide for complete duplication of on-board storage; agai, ths wil not ta the tehnology or appreciably afect the overal cost of an observatory.
The more dificult issue is data retreval, whether that be at ireguar intervals or in near realtie. A simple means of data retreval is provision of a series of data storage modules which ca be released acousticaly by a surace ship-of-opportunity and recovered. The data can then be read out, edited, and archived on land. It would not be dificult to include 5 independent modules each having 1-2 years of capacity. These could be replace at periodc major service intervals when the observatory battries are changed; th wi be necessar on a five year tie scale in any case. The data modules should store the complete data set to alow for loss of a single module, and the observatory shóuld archive al of the data separately as a fai-safe backup. Data storage modules could be constrcted for US$5K apiece, and hence a five year lietie system could be buit for US$25K. Th does not include the cost of separate data archivig at the observatory, but that is not a major expense.
A varant to ths scenaro would include automatic release of the data modules at fixed (perhaps yearly) intervals. Once it reaches the surace, the module could then transmit its data over a satellte li, obviatig the nee for a surac ship. The only transmission avenue avaiable at present is Service Argos, but the feasible data rate is much too low to alow the ful data set to be sent. It would be possible to send a reduced data set (e.g., hourly or daily means), and this has the signficant advantage that it would serve as a periodc check on observatory status. Ths might be especialy usefu for the most remote sites (i.e., SOL, S02, and S03) where ship visits wi probably be separated by years. The fu data set would sti be archived in the observatory, and hence be recovered when it recives major service. Satellte data transmission from surace modules may become more attactive if any of several planed global telephone systems (e.g., Irdium as proposed by Motorola) become real.
The simplest alternative to in situ storage is acoustic transmission of data at ireguar intervals upon command to a passing surace ship. Thee simple rues of thumb may be applied in assessing the energy requirements and feasible data rates for acoustic data transmission (J. Catipovic, private communcation):
1. 3-6 bits/s may be sent per Hz of bandwidth, 2. 10,00 bits/s may be transmittd over a one km path, and ths number scales down liearly as the path lengt increases, Th means that 250 bytes may be transmitted per second over fu ocean depth (5 km), and hence one year of data (2.5 Mbyte includig engieerig data) ca be sent in less than 20 minutes. Ths number should probably be doubled to alow for redundant transmission and error correction, but
with an upper liit of 1 hour, could easily be accomplihed by a ship-of-opportty. The energy requiement to send a year's data over ful ocan depth is about 105 joules, which is comparable to the energy content of a single D-siz lithum battry. Neither the transmision tie nor the energy requiements are severe. Acoustic modems are commercialy avaiable at a cost of US$ 10K per bottom unt and US$25K per surace controller. Each observatory would require a bottom acoustic modem (and two for redundancy), but a single surace controller could be 118ed with al observatories. Thus, the cost of acoustic transmission is comparable to or less than that of releasable data storage modules, and hence is an attactive alternative.
Neither of these approaches provides for real-tie data transmission, and would yield observatory data only after a delay of months to year. There are ways to achieve near real-tie data transmission at a signficant increase in cost and complexity. For example, data can be transmitted acousticay to a surace buoy and then be relayed by satellte li to land. Surace buoys ca be constrcte for US$50-lOOK apiece, but lieties in excess of a year are very dificult to achieve except at huge increases in the cost of instation. Given the low data rate, there are a number of satellte systems which are suitable for the relay function (e.g., the GOES satelltes aleady used by INMAGNET), and satellte avaiabilty can only be expected to increase over tie. Buoy survabilty and lietie becomes more problematical at high latitudes such as the Southern
Ocean sites liste in Table 1 . Finaly, it should be note that an electromechanca tether between the buoy and the observatory is less attactive than an acoustic li due to low reliabilty of the former; Finaly, there are active plans to reuse active submare telephone cables for scientific purposes in both the US and Japan. If a scientific cable spans one of the observatory sites, it might prove feasible to connect geomagnetic instrentation diectly to the cable. Th is very attactive becuse it provides vialy unite power, a means for command and control of the observatory instrents, real-tie status inormation, and real-tie data transmission. However, the instaation costs for instrentation on the cable are probably on the order of US$1M. Ths is unely to be supportble solely for a geomagnetic observatory, but co-location with seismic and other instrentation might make it an attactive alternative as the instaation costs are shared..
At the present tie, the most liely of the candidate observatory sites for cable connection is WP1, as it coincides with a planed cabled geophysical observatory caed Hawai-2 Observatory (H20).
Observatory Timing and Control
A seafoor geomagnetic observatory wi have to operate under the control of a master computer whose functions include monitorig al sensors to ensure functionalty and próper adjustment, smar power control (see next section), checkig for data integrty, and control of data storage. None of these taks requies signficat computig power, and hence there is a multitude of low cost hardware avaiable for the purose. A critica issue in selectig the right computational engie wi be mining the power consumption, assuming that batteries wil be the power source. The most dicult design tak for the observatory controller wi be software rather than hardware oriente; it is critica to develop control software which operates in a fai-safe manner such that the catatrophic demise of par of the observatory does not brig the rest of it down. It would also be wise to develop redundat control computers with the capabilty of cross-checking each other to detet faults.
A master clock wi be requied to provide tiing inormation to the observatory and provide a tie stap on stored data. The INRMGNET stadad cas for an absolute tiing accuracy of 5 s/month, or about 2 par in 106 in a year. Th level of accuracy is easily achieved with a high qualty quar crysta oscilator operatig at very low power; because of the excellent temperatue stabilty of the seafloor envionment, there is no need for an oven. Most quar crystals are cut to operate optialy at room temperatue (20°C), but seafoor applications lie ths are better served if the minum in the crysta temperatue coefficient occurs at a tyica bottom water temperatue of 2°C. Ths requiement is easily accommodated by crysta manufactuers. Finaly, it is very dificult to adjust the frequency of a crysta oscilator so that it wi be at precisely the right frequency at in situ temperatue, and a smal frequency offset translates into a liear drt of the observatory clock over tie. Such a drt is inevitable, but is easily correcte by comparng the observatory apparent tie with a stadard value upon recovery of the observatory for major servcing. As the major service interval is apt to be long (of order five years or more), and since even a smal frequency offset ca result in a substatial tiing error after a long interval, it wil alo be necessar to provide the observatory with a means of communcatig its apparent tie on command. Ths ca be accomplihed acousticaly, although cae wil be requied so that acoustic propagation delays can be accounted for. The two-way travel tie from the suiace to the seafloor at ful ocan depth is of order 6.7 s, and if ths ca be correcte for at the 1 % level, the uncertty in observatory tie wil be 67 ms which is certy more than adequate.
The above discussion presumes that the geomagnetic observatory operates autonomously. If real-tie two-way communcation is avaiable, then tiing inormation or corrections can be pro-.
vided by a land control site. It would alo be possible for a land station' to exert considerable remote command and control in place of the observatory master computer.
Power
The most liely source of power for a seafloor geomagnetic observatory is battries. The stateof-the ar in high energy density battries is based on two tyes of lithum chemistres. The first of these uses a lithum thonyl chloride chemistr or its varts, and a D-size battry provides 3.6 volts at 14 amp-hour capacity, or about 1.8x105 joules of energy. Ths value should be de-rated by about 10% for operation at seafoor temperatue, and must be fuer reduce for low drai applications. Lithum thonyl chloride battries do sufer from passivation phenomena which raises the internal resistace and hence reduces their short term (unti the passivation layer is destroyed) curent delivery capabilty substatialy, and can reduce their overal capacity uness cae is used to ensure that they are discharged in an optial maner. Their cost is about US$40 for aD-siz unit. The second tye of battery is based on a lithum manganese dioxide chemistr. These pro- Their capacity is only slightly reduce in low temperatue applications. They do not sufer from passivation and are considerably less expensive at US$20 per D-cell. The dicharge cure for lithium batteries is quite flat, and it is practical to extract nearly al of their energy. They have a shelf lie of at least a decade. Lithum battries are regarded as hazardous material, and special regulations must be followed for shipment and diposal. Ths may also impact on their use around maned submersibles, dependig on the operator.
The number of battries requied for an observatory depends on the power consumption, and ths is quite uncert unti the sensor mix is determined. It is useful to compute the number of batteries which would be requied to supply one watt of contiuous power for a year, and then compare that to the consumption of varous sensor mies. One watt for a day amounts to 86400 joules per day or about 3x107 joules per year. Ths is equivalent to 0.5 lithum thonyl chloride D cell per day or 185 D cell for a year, and would ocupy a volume of about 12,00 cm3 aftr alowig a 20% margi for the packig inefficiency of cylidrca battries. The volume could be reduce by about 10% using DD cells instead ofD cells. To place these numbers in perspective, the battries would ocupy thee 6" id pressure cases 22" long, or a single 9" id pressure case 30" long. The number of batteries should be increased by 30-50% to alow for battery faiures and provide a safety margi. The number of battries requied scaes liearly with the power consumption and the tie interval between battery replacement. Thus, a five year observatory consuming one watt would requie a large but sti manageable number of batteries. A five year observatory consuming five watt would requie a battry pack of try heroic diensions, and is not feasible. The cost of a one year supply of lithum thonyl chloride batteries to supply one watt is US$7.5K without a safety margi, or more conservatively, US$10-12K.
To plac these numbers in perspective, the power consumption of an observatory consistig of a traxal fluxgate magnetometer, automatic DI flux sensor excludig the nort seekig gyoscope, and scalar magnetometer runng continuously is about 1.3 watt plus the power consumed by the master computer, data logger, clock, and servomotors for the DI flux, which presumably ru inequently. Thus, a reasonable minum average power level for a fluxgate observatory is 1.5 watts without alowig for any sensor redundacy, although presumably spare sensors could be present with the capabilty to be switched on by the master computer if the mai sensors fai. Ths is manageable with battes for several years, but is not easy. If the power consumption were doubled to alow fuy redundat sensor operation, it quickly becomes impractical. If the traxal fluxgate sensor is replace with suspended magnet varometers, then the power consumption drops to about 0.5 watt without sensor redundacy or less than 1 watt with ful redundancy. This is a signicant power reduction, and bears close attention.
If battery power is used, it is prudent to plan for smar control of multiple ban of batteries rather than using the simpler expedent of paralelig them with diode isolation to prevent back discharge. Smar control would enta active monitorig of the battry ban by the master computer and switchig between them in order to maita a constat and adequate curent load on them. Th is especialy importt if lithum thonyl chloride batteries are used because they cannot deliver their rate capacity at low curent drais. Active battry management would also alow for early detection and isolation of battery ban contag bad cells.
The only alternatives to lithum batteries are ale cell or a varety of rechargeable battery chemistres such as lead-acid tyes. The former provide about 1.5 volts at 12 amp-hours capacity for a D-size cell, yieldig about 36% of the energy of a lithum thonyl chloride battery. Whie they are inexpensive, their shelf lie is much shortr, and serious problems with leaky batteries are frequently encountered in long ocanographic experients. Thus, they are not recommended for high reliabilty applications. Rechargeable batteries make sense if a power source is liely to be avaiable to provide energy at regular intervals. However, their self-dscharge is tyicaly much larger than for lithum batteries, and it is unely that they could power an observatory for multiple years without rechargig. They are also much more costly for a given energy density.
More esoteric power sources which might be considered include submare cables, radioisotopic generators, and fuel cells. Submare cables can provide hundred of watt contiuously for period of years, and hence would remove al concerns about power. As in the discussion of data storage, the cost of instag instrents on cables probably precludes their consideration uness other geophysica instrents are to be co-locate, and in any case they can only be used where cables exit. They certy should be considered whenever possible.
Radioisotopic generators are commercialy avaiable from Siemens in Germany which can operate to depths of 60 m and provide more than 20 watt of power contiuously for a decade.
Th unt uses a strontium titaate source to provide heat and a two stage thermocouple to generate electrc power, and is International Atomic Energy Agency approved. The cost is about US$250K. The major dificulties with any radioactive source are legal and politicaL. By internationallaw, radioactive material place on the seafoor must be recovered and disposed of properly.
Th diposal ca be costly and is fraught with uncerty due to the volatie politics suroundig anythg radioactive in much of the world. Dependig on the countr deploying a radioactive source, the permittg procss can also prove formidable and tie consuming. Thus, careful attention to these mattrs would be requied before committig to a radioisotope source for an observatory. Furermore, the èost is suffciently high to make battries an attactive alternative, although for co-loction applications where enough intrents are used to consume the 20 watts that is avaiable, the radioisotope generator might prove interestig.
Finaly, fuel cells for the deep ocan are sti in a development phase. At present, the few units which are avaiable are designed for high power (order 100 watt) use, mostly with unmaned underwater vehicle applications in mind. Furer work would be requied to brig the generated power down and the lietie up so that they would be usefu in observatory applications. Thus, fuel.cell are an emergig technology which may be interestig at some futue date.
Observatory Packaging
The physical design and packagig for a seafoor geomagnetic observatory wil also requie caeful thought to avoid corrosion problems and alow for ease of instaation and maitenance. The major issues which wi requie development work include the constrction of a monument base to hold the observatory which wi remai as stable as possible on the seafoor and devising a way to replace the observatory or its individual instrents without appreciably alterig their orientation or loction.
Corrosion is always a problem with seafoor intrents using meta pressure cases and attchments. The stadad material for ocanographic pressure caes is either the 6061 or 7075 aloy of aluminum. Aluminum corrodes readiy in seawater, and th is tyicaly avoided by had coatig or anodg al suraces exposed to the ocan. Whe th works well on tie scales of 1-2 years, corrosion of alumum is inevitable on longer deployments, and could ultiately theaten the integrty of a permanent observatory. As an alternative, titaum is a suitable non-corrodig material for pressure cae and observatory fabrication which has a density and strengt comparable to that of aluminum. Titaum is easily machied and welded, and the only mior complication obtas in fabricatig cylidrca pressure caes becuse rolled titaum stock is not manufactued. Instead, pressure caes must be made by trepang solid bar stock. The cost of titaum is about 30-50% higher than equivalent alumum stock. It has the additional advantage of being non-magnetic. Al meta components of a geomagnetic observatory exposed to seawater should be constrcted from titaum for corrosion resistace. Care must be taen to avoid placing disimilar metas in electrca contat because of their subsequent electrolytic destrction, but ths is normal.oceanographic practice.
The fabrication of permanent geophysica monuments on the seafoor is in its inancy, but is of broad interest to the geodetic communty. In fact, th was a major item of discussion at the International Ocean Network Workshop held in Mareiles, France, in Januar 1995. The pricipal issue is one of stabilty: how to inta a base on the seafoor, whether in sedient or on hard rock, which wi not move appreciably after some inti transient settg. Th can probably be resolved on hard rock by cementig a hard base to the rock substrate, but al of the observatory sites listed in Table 1 are locate away from mid-ocan ridge crests where the seafoor wil be sedimente. Absolute stabilty in sedent is problematica and perhaps unachievable. A better approach might be the instaation of a heavy base with a large cross section which wil intialy sette into the sedient but move more slowly with tie as the sedent is compacte. At that point, accptig that some movement is inevitable, additional motion ca be monitored using tit sensors to detet rotation about the two horionta axes and an acoustic-optica system lie that descrbed earlier to determine rotation about the loc vertca. Alternately, the absolute azimuth of the slab can be determined using an observatory gyocompass. Either way, the absolute orientation of the observatory base to which al of the sensors are attched wi be known and hence the individual data sets can be correcte for local effects. It would be usefu to have an a priori estimate of the amount of settg which might be expecte for dierent sedent tyes for the load exert by the observatory base. Ths ca probably be assessed using geotehnca inormation compiled by the Deep Sea and Ocean Drig Programs. In particular, this would indicate whether the observatory base should be instaed at an earlier tie than the observatory instrmentation to alow an intial settg transient to die out.
It is possible to put some constraits on the feasible siz of an observatory base. Presuming that it wi be cat out of concrete whose density is 2500 kg/m3 (without alowing for reinorcing material), a slab which is 1.5 m on a side and 0.5 m thck would weight about 2800 kg in ai and 1700 kg in water. Ths value would rise if the slab is reinorced with a non-magnetic meta lie brass and drop slightly if it is reinorced with fiberglass or kevlar rod. In any case, th is close to the maxum weight which can safely be handled from a research vessel if alowance is made for dynamic loadig effects, and hence a substatialy larger observatory base would be dicult to constrct.
The concrete observatory base is intended to be a permanent instaation which would neither be retreved nor moved after deployment. The geomagnetic observatory wil be instaed on the base with the intent that it ca be removed at periodc interval for servicing and refubishment. It is very unely that a seafloor observatory can be constrcte that wi not requie overhaul on a five year tie scale, and ths should be planed for from the begig. The simplest approach would be to mount al of the observatory sensors on a titaum frame which would in tu mate to a set of pins cast into the concrete base. The purose of the pins is to provide rough orientation of the frame and hence of the sensors. Since it is extremely dicult to devise a mountig system which automaticay algns the observatory to a few tens of arc seconds, the final orientation of the sensors would have to be measured in situ as described earlier. When service is requied, the entie ti~um frame with attched sensors is removed from the concrete base and recovered by a surace ship. Ths could be accomplished with the assistace of a maned submersible or ROV which would atth an elevator to the observatory, hence providig buoyancy to lit it to the surface. As an alternative, the Scripps thster package could be used to connect a research vessel trawl wié to the observatory and alow it to be hoiste to the surace. Either approach would require careful design of the observatory frame so that the necssar acoustic homing beacons and lig bais are incoiporate and compatibilty with a wide range of deep submergence vehicles is achieved. In fact, caefu attntion to the overal design to ensure compatibilty with the broadest possible range of deep submergence assets is essenti, and wil requie close consultation with submersible engieers.
It is probably not practical to replace individual sensors on the seafoor. Existig submersible and ROV tehnology does not possess the fine manpulative capabilty which would be required to handle th tak uness each component is made very large, and it would then be very dificult to fit the requisite number of sensors on a 1.5x1.5 m surac. There is alo an algnent issue
here; each vector sensor would have to be capable of independently determing its absolute orientation if separate sensor replacement is anticipated, and ths would prove quite costly. A simpler and more economic approach would be the inclusion of a fuly redundat set of sensors mounted rigidly to the observatory frame with a known orientation as measured prior to deployment. As individual sensors fai, their backup unts could be switched in by the observatory controller. Ths would requie only that the absolute orientation of the entie observatory rather than that of each sensor be measurable in situ.
Al of the observatory components which do not requie absolute algnent (e.g., scalar magnetometer, data logger, master controller, and battry packs) can be mounte separately from the observatory mountig base and off to the side. These ca then be cabled to the sensors on the base. Ths would alow replacement of the battries or recovery of data without distubing the ori-entation of critical sensors.
Underater electrcal connectors are often a weak li in seafoor instrentation, and carefu design work wil be requied to provide redundacy and protect agait major system faiures due to faulty connectors. Underwater fiber optic technology is matug rapidly, and should be seriously considered for applications-such as data or control li where electrcal energy is not being transferred due to their higher inerent reliabilty. .
F. Logistical Issues
The logistics of intag and servcing a set of seafoor geomagnetic observatories poses a number of dificult issues associate with ship and submersible avaiabilty and capabilty that wil have to be carefuy examined. Ths is especialy tre of the most remote sites such as those in the Southern Ocean (see Table 1 ) becuse of the inequency of research vessel activity in those par of the globe.
It is dificult to envision intag or maitag a seafoor geomagnetic observatory without the assistace of a maned submersible or ROV. Th is especialy tre if an observatory consists of several subassemblies which are cabled together, and given the previous dicussions on the requied volume of battries and the feasible siz of a mountig base, ths appears to be inevitable. However, the number of deep submergence assets avaiable to the world oceanographic community is liited and unely to grow appreciably in the near futue. Maned submersibles capable of reachig fu ocan depth (at least 4500 m) include Alvin (US), Nautile (France), Shinkai 6500 (Japan), and the two Mirs (Russia). In adtion, the US Navy submersible Sea Clifis someties avaiable for scientific missions. Scientic ROVs with a ful ocan depth capabilty include Jason, the soon-to-be-complete Tiburon, and the Scripps thster/wirelie re-entr system in the-US and Kaiko in Japan. Whe additional ROVs exist in Canada, the US, and Japan, they cant generaly operate at a depth of 4 to 5 ki where al of the observatory sites in Table 1 are located. Al of these deep submergence assets are heaviy utid. Ths does not mean that they wi be dicult to accss for observatory puroses, but it should be realed that they are tyicay scheduled at least a year in advance, and hence it is unely that they wi be avaiable on short notice in the event that an observatory faiure is detected. This argues strongly for the constrction of geomagnetic observatories which are both autonomous and redundant in capabilty. It should also be noted that submersible activity has tradtionaly been concentrate in the Nort Atlantic Ocean and Medterranean Sea, and Nort and Weste Pacifc Oceans, due largely to logitics, and they are rarely if ever scheduled in remote par of the world ocans. Ths is especialy tre of maned submersibles, and wi probably be less of an issue with ROVs which are presently less subscribed.
The logistical, instrenta, and scientific advantages of collocation of terrestrial field stations for seismology, geodesy, and geomagnetism were thoroughy discussed in Geomagnetic Observatory Task Group (1994) , and has received considerable attntion since that report appeared (e.g., Heirtzler et al., 1995) . The advantages of colloction are at least as strong for seafoor observatories; ths is a major theme of the International Ocean Network program which is now being organi. Collocation offers major cost savigs with respect to research vessel and submersible mobilation and transit costs which become more importt as the observatory site becomes more remote. Techncal advantages wi also accrue from sharg inastrctue lie power sources and communcations systems. Ths is especialy tre if a geomagnetic observatory is collocte with a seismic component of the Ocean Seismic Network or its descendats because both the power requiements and data rate for the former are much smaler than those of seismic systems. In fact, an ocan seismic observatory requies a near real-tie data transmission capabilty because the volume of data excee that of any reasonable in situ storage medium. Note also that the high cost of submare cable reuse probably precludes the instaation of a single tye of sensor, but becomes much more justiable when its use crosses discipliar boundaes and solves a varety of technca problems. Finaly, it has aleady been note that it is feasible to determine absolute diection on the seafoor using a modfication of an existig seafloor geodetic technque employing precision acoustic transponders. Since th requies the absolute location of two closely-space seafloor points, a geomagnetic observatory using th method also serves as a component of a geodetic observatory and hence seres as a reference point distat from a tectonic plate bounda that is usefu for plate deformation and kiematic studies.
Colloction is as much a management as it is a tehncal issue since the efforts of more than one disciplie must be coordiate. Because of the inerent international natue of a seafloor geomagnetic observatory effort ths in tu becomes an exercise in international plang and management. It is prematue to propose or constrct an international framework to manage a seafloor geomagnetic observatory effort, but eventualy ths issue wi have to be faced. Furermore, the colloction issue vialy guarantees that the international management strctue wil have to consider a multidiscipliar seafloor observatory rather than a solely geomagnetic one. To ths end, the International Ocean Network program has now included a geomagnetist in its steerig committe, and can be expecte to evolve into the necessar management group. Ths neither precludes nor replaces the need for a separate international tehncal group to set stadads and proceures for seafoor geomagnetic observations, and such a committ wi need to be established, probably under the purew of ION, as the plang for observatories matues.
G. A Cònceptual Seafloor Observatory Design
In closing, it is a useful exercise to propose a conceptual seafoor geomagnetic observatory based on the discussions of ths report, map out a constrction tielie which would alow for any necssar engieering development, and provide cost estiates. It should be emphasized in advance that th is only one possible approach to the constrction of an observatory, and is not intended to be exclusive or to ignore the advantages that may accrue as technologies change. To th end, only an autonomous observatory with in situ data storàge wi be considered because it applies to the largest possible number of sites. Furermore, an approach which entas a mimum of engieerig development and makes the maxum use of existig tehnology wil be preferred over that requig signcant new instrent design. Thus, the acoustic-optical absolute diection tehnque wi be considered rather than the absolute 01 flux sensor because the former can be ready quickly and at a lower development cost. The absolute 01 flux sensor is a very promising long term approach for both terrestral and seafoor observatory applications, but does requie (conservatively) 4 man-years of engieerig effort plus associate costs approachig US$O.5M. However, the nort seekig gyoscope system should be considered for diection determination if it is both operational and proven when observatory constrction begis.
Figue 9 shows a large scae caoon of the seafoor geomagnetic observatory. The widely space pai of towers each conta two collocted precision acoustic transponders. The lower frequency (-10 kH) version responds to interrogation from a GPS navigated suiace ship and are used to fix the absolute locations of the towers in a global reference frame, yieldig the stre of the baselie separatig them. In the absence of dierential motion of the towers from settg, th needs to be done only once at the tie the observatory is deployed. However, if the transponders are also par of an ocanc geodetic network, relocation on a roughy anual basis would be prudent. The second transponder on each tower operates at a frequency of -50 kH and responds to interrogation in tu from each of the short baselie pai of high frequency precision transponders locted near the observatory base. As dicussed in section 5, it is conservatively possible to measure the stre of the baselie separatig the two closely spac tranponders with 30" or better absolute accuracy. The observatory base slab is then oriente relative to th baselie using laser rangefinders locte at its four comers together with comer cube reflectors fixed to the transponder towers. Measurement of the short baselie stre angle ca be repeated weekly for five years using internal transponder battries. Simarly, the slab orientation can be determined at comparable interval without signcatly afectig the observatory energy budget.
Figue 10 shows a catoon detag the sensors, recordig and control package, and battery packs for the seafloor observatory. A titaum frame is locte on the concrete base slab by four titaum pins; these are tapered to provide as rigid a lock as possible commensurate with makig the frame removable without moving the slab. A fuy redundat set of vector sensors, includig tral XYZ magnetomete, two ax tit detetors, and automatic DI flux sensors, and a pai of scalar magnetometers, are fixed to the titaum frame with known orientatiòns. Laser rangefinders are located at the four comers of the titaum frame. A separate package contaig the master controllers for the observatory, the master clocks, redundat data storage with a 5 year capacity, and a pai of seafloor acoustic modems is place a short distace away on the seafloor and connecte to the observatory base by an electro-optica tether. A thd seafoor package contag a set of 9" id by 3' pressure caes holds sufcient lithum battries to power the observatory for 5 years witl a reserve margi to alow for battry faiures, and is connected by cable to the remaiing pressure cases.
The aetual mix of sensors ca be vared, but is constraied by the power budget. As noted in section 5, -the power savigs that accrue by using suspended magnet varometers instead of vector fluxgate sensors is substatial, and results in about a factor of two reduction in the battery count.
Given that the fluxgate offers few performance advantages, ths makes the varometer the vector sensor of choice for an observatory. Simarly, the two tit sensors requie very litte power, essentialy being lite to that requied to energie the light emittg diode source. The pai of DI flux sensors operate at a much higher power level, and signcat energy savigs might accrue if these are operated in tu rather than in paraleL. The four servoe laser range fiders have litte impact on the energy budget. Finaly, the pai of scaar magetometers consume only liite energy due to the relatively long duty cycle. Overal, the consumption of the sensors on the observatory slab amounts to just under one watt assuming that everythg is rug. Ths could be reduce to 0.7 watts by operatig only one of the DI flux instrents at a tie. The external electronics package can easily operate at less than 0.3 watt, and hence the overal observatory power consumption is of order one watt. Th would be closer to two watt if vector fluxgate sensors are used. Table 4 gives rough estiate for the acuiition costs of the major observatory components excludig any development and integration engieerig, expendable supplies lie battries, or instaation costs. Engieerig costs are parcularly dicult to estiate, but for the first observatory, wi probably amount to 100% of the fabrication cost.
It would be prudent to plan for a two year development and testig effort prior to obseratory instaation. The only major observatory component which requies testig in the ocan would be the absolute diection system because it involves a new application of precision acoustic transponders and their integration with optical range findig technology. Instaation of the fist obser-vatory should be planed for year thee.
It makes little sense to insta the first seafoor geomagnetic observatory in a remote part of the world because the chance of faiure is higher at the begig. Perhaps the best sites in the list in Table 1 are WPL and NAl because they lie in close proxity to the most interested countries and hence could more easily be visited by a research vessel for monitorig or repai. Filoux (1987) . An inared light source generates a light beam which is focussed by a condensing lens system onto a miror attached to a bar magnet suspended on a fine tugsten fiber aand immersed in oil. The incident beam travels though a narow slit in front of the condensing lenses and then though an objective close to the miror. The reflecte beam crosses the objective and forms an image of the slit on a twin photodode aray operated in a dierential mode. If the normal to the miror does not coincide with the optica axs of the system, the slit image is off center and the light sensor output is not nul. The output of the light sensor is used to control a curent sent though a coil which generates a magnetic field normal to the magnet, whose torque twists the suspension unti the light beam is centered on the photoode aray. Thus, the curent though the coil is a measure of the magnetic field normal to the miror that acts on the magnet (taen from Filoux, 1987) .
Figue 6. A conceptual seafloor geomagnetic observatory based on the absolute DJ flux sensor descrbed in the text. The observatory intrents are mounte on a slab base. The automatic DI flux sensor is shown at the front left, whie a gyocompass to measure the tre north diection is shown at the front right. Directional inormation is sent between them opticaly using an autocollator, whie the bases of both sensors are gibaled. Pressure cases are not shown. field fluctuations with a remote magnetometer, and is not relevant to an observatory application. The other tit components are detected by focusing the image of a slit onto a miror fixed to the bottom of a brass plumb bob which is suspended from a tugsten fiber and imersed in oil. The slit image is reflecte onto a quad photodode aray operated in a dierential mode which yields the two components of tit about horizonta axes. The entie unt is gibaled for rough centenng.
Figue 9. Caroon showig a large scale view of a conceptual seafoor geomagnetic observatory.
The pniar towers at left and right are spacd about 4 ki apar and conta pais of precision acoustic transponders operatig near 10 and 50 kH, respectively. The lower frequency version can be interrogate from a surace ship whose position is known from GPS navigation, and The slab is oriente relative to the secnda towers using servoed laser rangefinders located at the four comers of the slab which reflect their light beams off of comer cubes located on the towers. The observatory controller, data logger, and acoustic modems to transmit data to a surface ship are locted a short distace to one side and connecte to the instrentation slab by an electro-optical cable. A battery pack contag sufficient lithum battries to power the observatory is located near the controller and lied to it by an electrc cable. See text for discussion.
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